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In this paper we shall prove that a compact 3-manifold, which can 
be fibered over Sl is topologically determined by its fundamental 
group and the subgroups belonging to its boundary components. 

This theorem was first supposed by J. Stallings [2] and proved in 
the case of a closed manifold by L. Neuwirth [ l ] . His proof for 
bounded orientable manifolds is not complete. 

Let M be such a compact 3-manifold with boundary components 
Bi9 &2, - • • , Br> r ^ O . We denote by [4*] the class of conjugated 
subgroups in TTI(M) = G generated by loops on Bit We call {G, [AI], 
• ' ' t [Ar]} the peripheral system of M. 

A fibering of M over S1 is obtained from the product FXI of a 
compact surface F and the unit interval J by identifying (7^X0) 
and (-FX1) by a homeomorphism f of F. The boundary components 
of M are tori and Klein-bottles. We write M = FXI/f. 

f and f* belong to the same class [f] of homeomorphisms, if they 
are connected by the following operations: 

(i) isotopic deformation 
(ii) conjugation with a homeomorphism of F 
(iii) replacing f by f"1. 
FXI/Ç and FXI/Ç* are homeomorphic if f and f* belong to the 

same class. The proof is immediate (see [ l]) . We consider the funda
mental group N of F as a subgroup of G. The projection M-+S1 

induces a homomorphism x' G~-»Z with kernel N. x(Ai)> -4»E Mi ] , 
is a subgroup of Z with finite index n^ tti is the number of boundary 
curves of F contained in one boundary component Bi of M.1 F has 
» = ]Ci«i ni boundary curves. If » = 0, then by N the type of F is 
given. For w>0 , N is a free group, and we have to decide whether F 
is orientable or not. Let Cio be some boundary curve of F belonging to 
Bi, and choose -4 tG [Ai] such that the generator of the infinite cyclic 
group Ai^N is represented by c*o resp. its inverse c^1. (The trivial 
case where F is a disk is excluded.) The cyclic groups t>Ait-i(ZNf 

7 = 1, 2, • • • , w» —1 are generated by the boundary curves c$t 

j = l , • • • , ni —If € i / = ± l , of Fy contained in JB»-. The loops cih 

i = l , • • • , r, i = 0, 1, • • • , ni — 1, • • • , €»•/= ± 1 , are as elements 
of N determined modulo conjugation in N. 

1 The case m>\ was not observed in [l]. 
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LEMMA. F is orientable if and only if for some choice of the exponents 
e « - ± l 

nil'«"Stan 
([iV, N] denotes the commutator subgroup of N.) The proof of the 
lemma is postponed. 

F (assuming boundary curves) may now be wholly described in 
algebraic terms: n — ]EXiw* *s the number of boundary curves of F. 
The lemma is a tool to decide about orientability. Knowing this, the 
rank of N gives the genus of F. 

We now set out to describe f. f induces an automorphism a of N. 
The automorphism class of a (modulo inner automorphisms) can be 
represented by 

a: a-*tat~l
y a (~ N. 

Replacing t by trl means replacing a by or1. 

THEOREM. Let M=FXI/Ç be a fibered 3-manifold with peripheral 
system {G, [-4*]}, and normal subgroups N, x*G—*Z, x""1(0) = iV. 
Suppose, that M* is another irreducible manifold with peripheral system 
{G*f [-4*]}» and $ an isomorphism between G and G* mapping [Ai] 
onto [Af]. Then Mand M* are homeomorphic. 

PROOF. Define JV*»*(iV)f and x*'-G-*Z*, x*~l(P)=N*. Then 
M* = F*Xl/t* by Stallings theorem [2]. As the systems of groups 
{G9N, [Ai]} and {G*,N*t [Af]} are isomorphic we can deduce 

n*= [Z*:x*U*)]= [ZixiAiÏÏ-m. 

By the argument given above it follows that F and F* are homeo
morphic, f * induces the automorphism class [a*], 

a*: a* -» /•a*/*"1, a* £ N*, 

or [a*-1], i.e. [4>a<frl] = [a*] or [Mr1] = [a*""1], <f> = « | iV\ 

As $ maps the peripheral system of M onto that of M9 <f> maps the 
peripheral system of F onto that of F*. We may therefore apply the 
Nielsen theorem for bounded surfaces [3]. It follows, that<£ is induced 
by a homeomorphism rj: F-+F*. 

By the Baer theorem [3] rçjy1 and f * resp. f *~1 are isotopic, hence 
they belong to the same class [£*]. This implies F*XI/Ç* is homeo
morphic FXI/Ç. It remains to prove the lemma: Any compact non-
orientable surface possesses a system of canonical curves ai, • • • , a», 
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bif ' * •,&mwithIJ ta îJI/6jhomotopic to zero.We maintain that this can 
be achieved for any chosen orientation of the boundary curves rt-, 
where s^iSf1 represents ait 

As we can permute the a» by braid automorphisms, it suffices to 
show, that rn can be replaced by r»"1: • • • anbi2 . . . = . • • anbia,rrl 

-anbi • • • =WaM~1ôi"-1ôi/2 • • • = • • ' ^ i i 2 • • • putting anbi = b{, 
dn s=bian'"

1bi'"1. Obviously a„' represents sr!r1r
1s,!'"1. 

But it is easily seen by abelianizing that H»a< = ( I lyV)"" 1 ^ [^> ^]« 
The other part of the lemma is trivial. 
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